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Eye tracking is a technology that has been successfully used for many years to study cognitive processes in areas such as reading, text comprehension, or multimedia learning. Quite surprisingly, only
few attempts have been made so far to apply eye tracking to systematically study how users extract
information from technical documentation and put it to use. This talk describes a new eye tracking
paradigm that makes it possible to investigate how users work with technical documentation presented on-screen in a natural “reading-to-do” setting while at the same time enabling accurate recording of eye movement events. We then present applications of the paradigm to the processing of
a specific documentation type: software tutorials. Using the Cognitive-Affective Theory of Learning
with Media (Moreno & Mayer, 2007) as theoretical basis, the studies to be reported examined which
information units in the documentation users attend to and how they coordinate their attention between documentation and software system while executing the procedures the tutorials describe. It
is argued that eye tracking provides a powerful tool that can help push forward attempts of technical
communication researchers to derive principles of information design that are well-grounded in theory and based on solid empirical evidence.
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